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Presidents Hessage 

The minutes of the National Council meeting of January 25 , 1986 
arrived in my mailbox the other day. In an effort to keep you informed 
of activities at our "head office", I will summerize the highlights of 
the meeting: 

1. The following schedule for fee increases was approved by coun cil 
effective in the 1987 membership year; 

regular membership was raised from 
youth membership was raised from 
life membership was raised from 

$ 20.00 to $ 25.00 per yea r 
12.50 to 15.00 per year 

300.00 to 500.00 per yea r 

2. A Service Award was approved for Mr. Randall Brooks of the 
Halifax Centre. The Chant medal was awarded to Mr. Warren 
Morrison of the Kingston Centre. 

3. Of the press run of 14,000 Observers Handbook, 1986 edition, 
only 700 copies remained as compared with 3,600 remaining at the 
same time last year. 

4. The Council approved the purchase of an IBM-compatible, Compaq 
computer and related hardware and software at an estimated cos t 
of $7,200. 

5. The National Council supplied in principle, a proposal to 
cosponsor with the Canadian Astronomical Society a nation al 
award for a graduate student at a Canadian university. 

6. The Comet Halley Time Capsule Committee had not as yet met, 
but items would be collected until the capsule is sealed at 
the Toronto General Assembly. 

7. The 1988 General Assembly will be held in Victoria B.C., in 
conjunction with the meeting of the Astronomical Society of t he 
Pacific. 

8. The Toronto Centre had a succesful Halleys Comet observing 
session held at the Toronto Zoo (the elephants will never 
forget it!). 

Bob Carson 
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Editors Message 

Although it has been a lot of work, editing and producing this issue 
of Stardust and helping Craig Makarowski with several past issues has 
been most rewarding. I am editing this issue alone because Craig is away 
on holidays. Fate has it that t too will be travelling this spring, so 
the May and June issues of Stardust have been combined. 

I hope you will find the articles in this issue interesting. It took 
some arm twisting, but Ron Galna finally finished his article-it was 
worth the wait. The article on "Applied Astronomy" was reprinted here to 
give it's authors views a more general audience. The final pages contain 
something different, a short story about a possible future for 
astronomy. To John Savard, Jay Kirkland, Mark Zalcik and Al Dyer, 
welcome back to the pages of Stardust. 

Since there is still a great deal more observing to be done, the job 
of Observing Group coordinator has been left in the very capable hands 
of Bob Breckenridge. I trust Craig will be back from his holidays in the 
summer and will once again resume hi~ role as Stardust editor. 

Peter Ceravolo 

A View From The Desert 

As Comet Halley approached the Sun in 1985, nearly every amatuer 
,astronomer north of 40 degrees latitude must have been considering a 
trip south in March or April. It was the only way to see the fabled 
Comet at its best, and who would want to be left out of a once in a 
lifetime observing experience? 

After spending several months explaining the wonders of Comet Halley 
to the general public at the Space Sciences Centre, I wasn't about to 
let the Comet drift through the southern sky without this observer 
getting a good look at it. But from where? 

If you believed the ads, it seemed Ayers Rock, Australia was the 
onJy place on Earth for viewing the Comet. A local travel agent 
organized a tour to Australia with the author along for the ride as the 
"official" astronomer. As luck would have it the tour fell through (not 
enough signed up). That left me to fend for myself in seeking out a 
Comet site and vacation spot. 

I can only console myself with the thought that while Australia 
would have been a great location, it would have been a busman's holiday 
for me. How could I have observed, let alone photograph the Comet myself 
while trying to host a few dozen sky tourists at the same time? I think 
back to January, when as one of those manning the telescopes at the 
Space Sciences Centre's Observing Deck, I hardly got a chance to 
actually see the Comet save for the occasional glimpse to check that it 
was centred in the eyepiece. 
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No, it was just as well that the "free" trip down under didn't 

materialize. After producing the planetarium shows and exhibits, 
writting articles, talking to reporters, and answering hundreds of phone 
calls--all about Comet Halley, I felt I knew this Comet. It seemed as if 
I had some personal claim on a piece of the Comet, and I really didn't 
want to share it with anyone. What I was looking for was some time alone 
with "my" Comet, under whatever dark sky I could find. 

I ended up in Arizona, at a place called Organ Pipe National 
Monument. It's right on the Mexican Border, and about as far south as I 
wanted to drive. Being able to drive to the chosen site, rather than 
fly, had the advantage that all the telescope equipment and paraphenalia 
I wanted to aim at the Comet could come along. 

With the "where" settled, the question was "when": March or April? I 
chose the March dark of the Moon observing window (from March 17 to 21). 
The Comet would be a little higher in March, and not yet embedded in the 
Milky Way, perhaps offsetting the fact that the tail would not be at its 
maximun length until April. Or so the predictions ran. The Comet agreed 
with my choice, putting on its best show in March. 

The Monument must be one of the best observing sites 
continental United states. Sure its not thousands of feet up, 
needs to endure observing from a cold, wind swept mountain top? 
the conveniences of observing from a well equipped campground, 
long as there are no lights. 

in the 
but who 
I like 

just as 

At Organ Pipe, there is little to come between you and the sky. It's 
as important a part of the environment as are the many varieties of 
cactus that were blooming in the desert landscape. The Monument is a 
special place that preserves the pure desert; and at 4am it's a quiet 
place. 

I think it is fitting that Comet Halley was at its best in the 
morning sky. A morning comet is different from an evening comet. Morning 
comets are peaceful, personal comets, viewed in the stillness of a dawn. 
Evening comets are noisy and hectic, with throngs of people clamouring 
for a look. Granted it takes a little more effort to observe at 4 in the 
morning, but it makes the impression all the more lasting. 

The Milky Way glowed across the desert sky, and below it a ghostly 
trail of light intruded in the twilight. The birds were beginning to 
stir, and a pair of coyotes exchanged lonely howls. Gradually the Comet 
faded into the pale dawn as a rim of deep orange silhouetted the eastern 
mountains. 

Halley's wasn't the brightest comet in recent years, but it was 
surely the most memorable. That's what makes this comet famous. It's 
known not for the brilliance of its image, but for the permanence of the 
memories that it leaves with each generation. I know I will treasure my 
view from the desert. 

Alan Dyer 
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Applied Astronomy* 

Applied astronomy seems a contradiction in terms. Indeed, astronomy 
is perhaps the last bastion of science where virtually all activity is 
devoted to knowledge for its own sake. Applied mathematics and applied 
physics have become intellectually respectable and rewarding fields and 
are now major parts of their respective disciplines. Similarly, I 
believe that an academic degree program in applied astronomy would have 
a major positive impact on students, society and astronomy itself. 

What is applied astronomy? In the narrowest sense it is the 
application of astronomical knowledge to problems of practical concern. 
For example, one might study the impact of the solar cycle on the 
weather, atmospheric height and spacecraft lifetimes. In the broadest 
sense applied astronomy is the use of the techniques and methods of 
astronomy to attack problems in other fields. 

In my current profession of space-systems engineering I know of no 
background more valuable than astronomy. The astronomer has a good 
conceptual understanding of orbits, attitude and celestial geometry--all 
critical to space-mission design. Most systems engineers have 
backgrounds in electrical engineering, but it is far more common for an 
astronomer to be well versed in electrical engineering than for a 
professional electrical engineer to understand orbits and celestial 
geometry thoroughly. Remote sensing and work at the limits of sensor 
t echnology are central to both astronomy and spacecraft payload design. 
~any astronomers have collected and analyzed data from space and are 
f amiliar with the practical problems of spacecraft operations. Equally 
important, they understand the broader goals of space missions and are 
able to design spacecraft that maximize system performance. 

An astronomical background is valuable in fields involving 
mathematical analysis and modeling, remote sensing, instrument design, 
maximization of the information derived from weak signals, preC1Slon 
measurements, plasma effects or effects at extreme temperatures. Because 
of the breadth and fundamental nature of current astrophysical and 
astronomical problems, astronomy may well be one of the best educational 
backgrounds available to students in the next decade. 

For society, an applied astronomy program would provide the 
opportunity to realize practical benefits from a major financial 
investment. For astronomy itself, a strong healthy applied program would 
increase the size of graduate programs and convince more and better 
students to consider astronomy as a career. This would improve the 
overall pool of astronomy graduate students, allow astronomy to weather 
economic downturns, and provide an overall favorable economic climate as 
the ranks of decision makers are infiltrated by applied astronomers. As 
interaction between astronomers and the industrial community increased, 
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we could expect a substantial influx of new techniques that would in 
turn advance astronomy. 

The basic carrier of these benefits would be the graduate student 
who decides to become an applied astronomer and who thus builds a bridge 
between the currently discrete worlds of academic astronomy and 
industrial engineering. For him or her, the principal benefits would be 
the economic advantage of expanded career opportunities, additional 
options for professional growth and the intellectual challenge of 
bringing these two worlds closer together. This would be both an 
excellent profesional opportunity and a major challenge for any graduate 
student. 

What are the barriers to an applied astronomy program? The first is 
inertia. Modern astronomy simply dosn't work that way. Even more 
important is the collective attitude of the astronomical community. 
Industrial work is considered appropriate only if you can't make it as a 
"real" astronomer. Most astronomy faculty members have never held a job 
outside of academic astronomy, yet it is they who mold the opinions of 
graduate students. Thus the real challenge is to convince senior 
faculty, and through them younger researcher~ and students, that applied 
astronomy can be both fulfilling and intelectually rewardi~. If that 
occurs, then applied astronomy will become the newest branch of an age 
old science. 

Astronomy today is asking much of society--public funding for large 
projects, awareness of the need for dark skies and interference free 
radio bands, and appreciation of the enormous new knowledge pouring 
forth from those projects. In return, shouldn't we ask what astronomy 
can do for society? Astronomy is alive and dynamic. It should take its 
rightful place in science as a field that is both beautiful to 
contemplate and practical in its capacity to make major contributions to 
other fields of endevor. 

The American Astronomical Society Committee on Manpower and 
employment would appreciate hearing both individual and collective views 
on the value of an applied astronomy program. Please write to me care of 
the AAS, 2000 Florida Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20009. 

James R. Wertz 
Chairman, AAS Committe on 
Manpower and Employment. 

*This editorial appeared in the February, 1986 issue of Physics Today 
and is reprinted in Stardust with permission from the American Institute 
of Physics and the author--P.C. 
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The Road To The stars 

Why do people become interested in astronomy? The reasons are, I'm 
sure, many and varied. I wish I could tell you my reasons were exotic 
ones such as wishing to be at the forefront of exciting new discoveries, 
even the desire to be published in Stardust! The truth, however, is very 
simple: Shear boredom! 

By way of explanation I should mention that I am a professional 
driver and travel between Edmonton and Saskatoon on a regular bass is. If 
you drive highways 16 and 14 often enough you become tired of reading 
road signs (if you've read one you've read them all) and soon after that 
you know every bump in the road so well that you get to be on first name 
terms with them. It was time to broaden my horizons and elevate my 
mind--literally! 

Since adolesence I'd had a natural curiosity with space. I grew up 
during the infancy of space travel. I was twelve when Yuri made history 
and twenty when Neil did the same. This interest was pretty much 
confined to the solar system and it wasn't untill one cloudless night 
travelling east on highway 14 that I fully realized just how much was 
"up there" besides the planets. 

Looking ahead between horizon and the roof of the windshield (about 
Z5 degrees) I was treated to a beautiful view of the heavens. For a 
while I was content with this until one night I was walking around the 
vehicle checking lights, tires etc .. The Sky was black as I was miles 
away from any artificial light pollution and it was New Moon. The sight 
was spectacular! Thousands upon thousands of stars were visable to the 
naked eye, as was the "fuzzy blob" I know now as the Orion Nebula or 
M42. Totally in awe I spent ten minutes just gazing, open mouthed, at 
that magnificent display. It put me behind schedule but it was worth it. 

Looking back on that night, it was probably the incident that made 
me become involved with astronomy. A couple of books, to help me 
identify the objects I was looking at, were the first purchase. Of 
course the books told me of objects I could not see with the naked eye 
so ... rush out and buy a telescope (it has been described as "dinky"). 
As, I am sure everyone reading this will know, using a telescope is not 
as easy as it sounds, so I joined the Edmonton Centre of the RASC. 
Although I am still pretty much in the dark astronomically, I am 
learning and continue what has become almost a symbiotic relationship 
between kicking tires and gazing at the heavens! 

Ron Galna 



On Building A 20 Inch Reflector 
Part 1: The Telescope That Almost Was 
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I would like to share with you some of my experiences in building a 
large reflecting telescope. I do not know exactly how the story will end 
yet for the telescope is still not complete. even though two years have 
passed since I started this project. 

The beginning was unexpected. In 1983 a number of articles about 
large amatuer telescopes began to appear in magazines like Sky and 
Telescope and Telescope Making. Although I had no plans to purchase one. 
I was curious to see just how much a large mirror would cost. I wrote to 
various commercial optical manufacturers in the States and was surprised 
by an almost immediate reply from one well-known company. While they did 
not do custom work. they had one 20.5" diameter finished mirror in 
stock. The mirror was 2.25" thick. a leftover from the late 1970s when 
they manufactured that mirror as a stock item. Some one had put a 
deposit on it and had never claimed the mirror. It was ready for 
immediate delivery. I was more interested in apertures in the 22 to 24 
inch range. but the other replies I redieved were not encouraging. 
especially cost wise. A 20" f/5 is a plenty big enough mirror in its own 
right. with over 8 feet of focal length and 30% more light gathering 
area than a 17.5". So I sent away a money order and got busy. I drew up 
an initial list of requirements; 

1) A fully baffled tube for best possible image contrast. 
2) Minimal diagonal obstruction. 
3) Ease of construction-wood and hand tools. 
4) Ease of set up-with no assembly required in the field. Fumbling 

with even one or two bolts on Edmonton's only clear January or 
February night (-32C with a cold wind howling across an open 
field) was to be avoided at all costs. 

5) Ease of transport. 

The last requirement was the first satisfied. I purchased a used 
utility trailer. attached a new bed built out of 2X4s and plywood. 
attached an inexpensive winch for pulling up and lowering down heavy 
objects and I was set. Have telescope will travel. 

The trailer carried home the plywood that I used for constructing 
the 20 incher's tube and mount (what a handy thing a trailer is!). The 
telescope design was very simmilar to Richard Berry's 20 inch Dobson 
shown in Telescope Making #7. In fact the optics are (will be?) 
identical. The base was almost an exact copy. except mine was four feet 
square at the bottom and three feet high at the shoulder. It moved on 
three one quarter inch thick three inch diameter pieces of teflon 
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purchased from Cadillac Plastics. The teflon was etched on one side so 
that it could be glued to wood using ordinary contact cement. The base 
moved very smoothly, but inveterate tinkerer that I am, I later replaced 
the teflon pads with small roller bearings. The entire 300 pound wood 
mounting moved with a touch, so easily in fact that I had to install an 
adjustable friction brake. 

The tube was built around eight 3/4" plywood bulkheads, each 24" 
square with a 22" diameter cutout. The bulkheads were to serve as light 
baffles as well as tube stiffeners. The baffles were notched and held in 
place by a skeleton of 2X2 hardwood and covered with a shell of 3/8" 
plywood. The finished tube was 26" square and 7 feet long. The 
declination bearings were made from 3/4" plywood circles 20" in 
diameter, banded by a ring of 114" thick 1.5" wide aluminum, sheared for 
me at Sheet Metal Fabricators in Edmonton. 

Unlike Richard Berry's design, mine did not feature a de tachable 
mirror cell. For ease of set-up on the cold winter nights, I settl ed on 
a drawer design-the mirror would be permanently mounted in a box that 
would slide in and out of the tube like a dawer. The drawer would run on 
adjustable aluminum and teflon tracks. Because the tube was square, it 
seemed natural to use an orthogonal pushlpull support system (see 
Telescope Making #6). This meant that the whole mirror mount assembly 
could be less massive, more rigid than conventional designs and the 
mirror could easily be removed from the telescope for transportation, 
but always kept in the same sturdy, protective box. 
. By June of 1984, three months after I had ordered the 20" f/5 mirror 
t hat was to be the heart of my new telescope, the Dobsonian style mount 
and the massive square tube had been completed. I began work on the 
front end of the telescope, the part that holds the spider, diagonal 
mirror, and eyepiece holder. I wanted this section to detach from the 
tube for transportation and storage. This is easily accomplished by any 
number of means, most commonly by using luggage clasps. I also wanted 
this end of the telescope to rotate so that I could position the 
eyepiece for comfortable observing. Rotating tubes are not usually 
encountered in Dobsonians, since the eyepiece always remains in the same 
convenient orientation. My concern was with the trailer below 
interfering with the observing ladder. A positionable eyepiece, I 
reasoned, would elimanate this potential problem. 

The eyepiece end of the tube was to be of the smallest possible 
diameter to reduce to a minimum, the central obstruction caused by the 
diagonal. The diagonal size was calculated from the formula given in 
"Newtonian Notes", by Keneth Novak. This is an excellent booklet that 
belongs in every telescope makers library. For those without the 
booklet, the formula is; 
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Diagonal Size= MD+2IF-ID 

2F 

Where M = primary diameter 
T = tube diameter 
I = image of 100% illumination (I used 1/2") 
H = height of focusing mount 
F = focal length of primary 
0 = T+2H+1 

I purchased a 4 1/2" silvered diagonal from Lumicon in California. I 
had learned a shattering (literally) lesson about homemade spiders and 
diagonal holders with a previous telescope. I vowed that, while I might 
make everything else on a telescope, I would never attempt those two 
components again without acces to a machine shop. Besides Novak's 
devices are excellent and reasonably priced. I purchased a very heavy 
duty spider not listed in their catalogue. 

The end of the tube, a portion which I call "the cage", consists of 
two 2" wide rings of 1 1/2" plywood. The rings were separater by five 
wooden I-beams 2 1/2 feet long. On this structure were mounted the 
spider and focusing unit, also purchased from Novak. Around the base of 
the cage, I wrapped another band of 1/4" aluminum. The band was clamped 
into place using ordinary C-clamps, and bent with a crowbar into 
position a few inches at a time, then screwed into place. Making the 
rings was a long process in which I learned just how well aluminum can 
mimic a spring. Make sure your car is no where near when one of the 
C-clamps lets go. 

Teflon and aluminum clamps held the aluminum ring against three sets 
of ball bearings attached to the end of the square main tube. All 
contact surfaces between the rotating and stationary tube components 
were plastic, aluminum, teflon and ball bearing combinations. The 
rotating rings worked very smoothly but required a router and a great 
deal of time to smooth the original wooden contact ring exactly round, 
before the aluminum band was attached. 

The last step in the construction was the fabrication of two setting 
circles for use with a pocket computer program for finding celestial 
objects with an alt-azimuth mount. Such setting circles are easy to make 
using commonly available items. I use tape measure refills, they're as 
accurately calibrated as anything I'll ever need and they are 
inexpensive. the circles for this telescope were about 20" in diameter. 

With this done, the telescope was essentially complete. A fine hot 
day in October '84 gave me a chance to paint the inside of the tube 
black and wire up the LEOs to act as sites and illuminate the setting 
circles. Except for final balancing, I was ready to go. But were is the 
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mirror? I was not worried, after all, shipping a sixty pound 
glass takes time. But "where is that mirror?", was a question 
going to be heard more and more often in the comming months. 

To be continued 
Jay Kirkland 

piece of 
that was 
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Arizona Observations 

My wife Cathy and I recently followed Comet Halley south as far as 
Arizona. What follows are a few notes on some of the highlights of the 
trip. 

Our first stop in Arizona was Flagstaff which we reached by Easter 
Monday. (We had celebrated Easter in Las Vegas.) On Tuesday morning the 
weather featured a torrential downpour, so we postponed a hoped for day 
at the Grand Canyon and instead headed for Flagstaff's Lowell 
Observatory, which we discovered was not open to the public untill 1:30 
p.m .. However we met a highschool student who was a volunteer at the 
facility. He kindly gave us a private tour of the observatory. It turned 
out that he was part of a local group leaving for Halley-watching in 
Australia that same day. Cathy and I returned to Lowell for the public 
show that afternoon. Lowell is a pleasant historical site with a well 
informed staff, but the 24" refractor is hardly used. The majority of 
observing is done from modern facilities built further from town. 

The next day we awoke to find snow on the ground, so we did what 
good Canadians do and headed south. We drove the length of scenic Oak 
Creek Canyon in a snow storm. In Sedona, where we stopped for breakfast, 
spring returned. We continued on through Phoenix to Tucson where we 
found summer. Our decision to escape winter for the sunny south proved 
to be very fortunate as it provided the timming for some of the real 
highlights of the trip. 

The first of these was meeting David Levy at the University of 
Arizona. Bob Carson had told me to look him up when we got to Tucson. We 
found him in Steve Larson's office next door to th Flandrau Planetarium. 
David immediately invited us out to his house for our first look at the 
Comet since January. "Call me at 4 a.m.", he said. We arrived at his 
home early the next morning and observed through "Miranda", David's 16" 
scope which is pictured on page 60 of Night Watch. David was leaving for 
comet-watching in Peru within a few hours thar-5ame morning, but staying 
at David's house was another RASC member from Winnipeg, Guy Westcott. He 
invited me to come out with my Odyssey 1 for a couple nights observing. 
Before we left that morning David very generously gave us an autographed 
copy of his book The Joy of Gazing which is an excel lent guide for the 
new observer. It rs-avaTlable from the Montreal Centre. I will give this 
book to the Edmonton Centre Library once I have finished reading it. 

Guy Westcott was one of a sizeable representation from Winnipeg 
Centre which was converging on Tucson for a special visit to Kitt Peak 
hosted by one-time Winnipeger Paul Delaney. Paul invited us to join the 
group for the Saturday night visit. Unfortunately the weather didn't 
co-operate but we were treated to an excellent tour of the McGraw-Hill 
facilities which are nearing completion. In between peaks outside to 
look at the clouds, we had a chance to talk to Stan Runge and Larence 
Mlodinski about the Winnipeg Centre's plans for the General Assembly 
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they are hosting this summer. We were able to stay on the Peak to watch 
the sunrise and later to take in the 10 :30 a.m. tour. Kitt Peak is so 
fascinating that we didn't get away until 1:30 that afternoon. We 
arrived in scenic Ajo, near Organ Pipe National Monument, a few hours 
1 ater. 

The next morning I got up at 2 a.m. and upon seeing stars in the 
sky, loaded up the truck and headed south 35 miles into Organ Pipe Park. 
There I caught up to Al Dyer, Dave Beal and, much to my surprise, Peter 
Ceravolo. After I woke up these sleeping campers, the clouds rolled back 
in, but my trip wasn't a total loss as I was directed to a cheaper motel 
in Lukeville where Bill Nixon had stayed the week before. It was only 5 
miles south of the campsite and much more conveient. We spent 3 days 
there and got one whole night and two part nights of observing under 
gorgeous skies. Most notable among the many celestial objects that we 
located were the nebulae in and around Scorpius and Sagittarius: The 
Lagoon and Triffid, the Eagle and the Bug and, of course, Halley which 
was visible to "the naked eye. 

During the days, Dave took us on a Mexican shopping spree and gave 
us a guide desert tour. Peter showed us how to make charcoal potatoes. I 
especially appreciated Al Dyer's expertise in locating objects for the 
eager crowd that gathered one morning at Peter's campsite. (The entire 
park was alive all night with crQzed comet-seekers.) Unfortunately Al 
already packed up his scope in preparation for leaving and thus I was 
denied the "Questar Experience" in Arizona. 

It was late one of those nights that Peter demonstrated 
observational skills which transcend those of the average amatuer. Peter 
had retired to his tent (for some serious study) while I stayed at the 
scope for some light-hearted observing. Some time later I found Omega 
Centauri and called out to Peter what I had located. He immediately 
called back "O-my-God Centauri", thus confirming my observation and 
demonstrating that his Zen techniques had taken him beyond a dependance 
on telescopes and optical aids. 

On Thursday we left for home via the Grand Canyon. We returned to 
snow and winter north of Kanab. We were more fortunate than Al and Dave 
who had met the worst of the storm in Montana. 

This trip entailed alot of driving but was well worth it. the 
rewards were nights under warm cry tal clear skies, observing some of the 
elusive objects not visable from our latitudes. 

If you are feeling bored or blaze about your 
recomend a visit with David Levy in Tucson. 
telescopes and radiates an infectious enthusiasm 
recharge your batteries. 

observing 
He lives 
that is 

program, I 
and breaths 

guranteed to 

On behalf of Cathy and myself I wish to thank everyone who was so 
generous to us on this trip. 

Bob Breckenridge 
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The Enemy 

Astronomers are, generally, a nice freindly bunch. Looking at t he 
light from stars which was sent our way billions of years ago, they ga in 
a sense of perspective on the Earth which causes them to sta nd aloof 
even from Cold War politics. Yet the stereotypical astronomer does have 
one enemy towards whom he does allow himself to feel hostility. 

Why? Perhaps because their names are simmilar, and he finds himse l f 
often mistaken for this other one. Perhaps because he envies the mon ey 
people lavish upon these others. Perhaps because he loves the stars and 
the planets, and resents their use for purposes of fraud. 

There are however, even worse things than astrology. 
I do not remember the source of this story, perhaps a reader will be 

able to pin it down. Back in the early days of computers, a number of 
innovitive, if unusual, projects were tried on the new tool. In order t o 
test the validity of (mundane) astrology, a Univac I computer was 
provided with vast amounts of data on history and weather condition s , 
and programmed to correlate them against planetary positions. Only one 
correlation was found; certain phenomena of Jupiter's satelli te s 
correlated with rainstorms in Montreal. 

One of the project scientists told a reporter that this didn' t mea n 
that the Jovain satellites were causing the storms in Montreal, it could 
just as well be the other way around. 

Mere coincidence may be all the explanation that is ne eded. But 
storms in Montreal montreal moving planets? While the forces controlling 
the weather are poorly understood, and therefore admit a possibility of 
unknown influences, the forces controlling the orbits of Jupiter's moons 
are well understood indeed. When they break Kepler's laws, then we might 
say that storms in Montreal are influencing them, but not before. 

Generally speaking, however, if something sillier than astrology is 
invented, it certainly does not come from the scientific community! 

The cheif tool of the astrologer is the enphemeris, in eclipti c 
rather than right ascension co-ordinates. Ephemerides cost money. Thus, 
through the ages, people have tried to develope forms of "imi ta tion 
astrology" that didn't require the observation of real planets. 

Today, "numerology", the pseudo-science of converting names into 
numbers whose modulo-9 residues are asigned significance, is the mos t 
popular form of psuedo-astrology. Fliessian "biorythms" have even 
managed to acquire a few tatters of respectability. 

The ancient Chinese developed a system of "astrology" wh ere over 100 
"stars" were distributed among twelve "houses" according to complica ted 
formulas based on the Chinese Metonic-cycle calendar. 

Many popular books on mathematics include a picture of an old 
mechanicle "computer" of Arab origin which somewhat resembl es th e fron t 
panel of a war surplus radio. This device was used for a form of 
geomancy. Essentially, you make four sets of four rows of dots randomly 
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in .sand (or on paper). Count the dots afterwards to determine if they 
are odd or even, and based on the sixteen random bits thus generated and 
their transpose and a number of XORs, contstruct a synthetic 
"astrological chart". 

Of course, there are many forms of fortunetelling; but it is telling 
that astrology has spawned so many imitators. Perhaps this should 
encourage us in trying to debunk astrology, then other kinds of nonsense 
will fall with it. 

In the United States, the First Amendment will prevent anyone 
placing a tax on astrology magazines to support astronomy. But purhaps 
burying the hatchet might achieve a similar result? 

While most astronomers are out looking for new astrophysical and 
geological knowledge, and are out looking for quasars, black holes, and 
other such items, an almost unsung few are performing tasks whose 
importance seems to be less, and whose excitement is less; keeping track 
of asteroids, calculating planetary ephemerides a.nd looking for small 
Neptunian perturbations that might point the way to a tenth planet in 
our solar system. 

These are all tasks not without relevance to the astrologers. 
Perhaps they should be paying for them? Could you imagine, say, Dr. 
Charles T. Kowal authoring a paper including the words "The research 
described in this paper was supported in part by a grant from Horoscope 
Magazine"? Oh, the shame of it! 

But worse things may happen as long as nonsense remains more popular 
than sense. Perhaps this is why astrologers are viewed as "the enemy". 

John Savard 

(The views expressed in the above article are not necessarily those of 
the RASC, the Edmonton Centre or any of its members--Editor) 

Astrological Interpretation Of Comet Halley 

Many celestial bodies are the source of very subtle influences which 
can alter the course of our lives. With the recent apparition of Comet 
Halley, many new variables have to be considered before one can cast an 
accurate horrorscope. The Edmonton Space Sciences Centre is planning to 
offer a workshop (rumor has it that the course will be instructed by 
local rogue astronomer Doug Hube) to explain the many influences Comet 
Halley has had and will still have on our personal lives and of course, 
world politics. 

Olovarec Retep 
Astrological Liberation Organization 
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Observers Group Report 

Oh, those Arizona skies! 
There must be away to market Arizona skies as an accessory for every 

telescope. When the weather co-operated (yes even Arizona skies can be 
cloudy) the observing was spectacular. But if it hadn't of been for Al 
Dyer and Dave Beal I would've missed it all. 

I originally planned to travel to Arizona in mid March with Al and 
Dave, but problems at work caused me to postpone and finally cancel th e 
trip. On the last Saturday of March, Al and Dave phoned me from Tucson; 

"Come on down the weather is great, in the 90's," said Dave. 
"The Comet is great!," cried Al. "You will regret it for the rest of 

your life if you miss this!" 
What can I say? Those two got me so steamed up that I phoned my boss 

and told him that I was leaving for Arizona the next day and wouldn't be 
back until mid April. Cruising at mach 2 ·on Interstate 15 in my Toyota 
F-18, I made the 3,000 km journey south in two days, and in 36 hours on 
the way back. 

Organ Pipe National Monument is quite a desert 
between Mexico and a US Air Force proving ground. If 
you might get robbed by the Banditos or blown to the 
an air to ground missle. Seriously though, it is 
area, and quite safe. 

park, sandwiched 
your not careful 

next dimension by 
quite a beautiful 

The observing was fantastic. Bob Breckenridge and I toured the 
universe with his 13.1" telescope. The nebulosity around the Horsehead 
nebula in Orion was actually bright with Bob's Hydrogen-beta filter. 
The spiral structure in M51, the Whirlpool Galaxy was obvious, no 
averted vision required. The early morning hours provided views of the 
southern Milky Way unatainable from our lattitude. The Milky Way 
actually looks like an edge on galaxy. Omega Centauri filled the low 
power field, at high power it was resolved almost to the core. This with 
the globular cluster skirting the horizon! The Lagoon and Trifid 
nebulae, M8 and 20 respectively, I had never seen that well before. The 
Eagle nebu--Pardon me? .. What comet? .. Oh yea, Halley. Well, it was ok. 

Our local Comet expert was right. As Alan Dyer predicted the view 
was better in March. In April the Milky Way overwhelmed most of the 
faint tail. To complicate things even more we were looking at the tail 
from an oblique angle, and the Comet was farther from the Sun and not as 
active. The professionals that predicted the tail would be most 
prominant in April were wrong. 

Those of you who could not travel south did not miss a great deal, 
only those wonderfull skies. 

Peter Ceravolo 
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Spring and Fall Courses at The 
Edmonton Space Sciences Centre 

The following courses are being offered to Edmonton Centre members 
and the general public: 

Spring program, 

"The Stars and Beyond", an introduction to the realm of stellar, 
galactic and cosmological astronomy. Tuesdays, starting May 13, 
7-9 pm, 6 weeks duration. Course fee $40. 

Fall program, 

"Telescope Building", the students will build a 150mm, f/6 
Newtonian reflector with a Dobson mount. The cost of materials 
including optics will be $400. Course fee is $35. 

"Using Your Telescope", observing techniques and tips for the 
beginner. Course fee is $35. 

"Photographing The Sky", basic astrophotography for the beginner. 
,. Course is fee $35. 

Russ Sampson 
Space Sciences Centre 

For Sale 

Celestron 8 and Olympus Camera with attachments for .astrophotography, 
and assorted eyepieces. All in excellent condition, will accept any 
reasonable offer. Call Rev. Ciril Martin at 454-6332. 

Nikon FE camera body with MD-ll motor drive, plus case, $250. 
Byers 812TR Heavy Duty mount/tracking platform for Schmidt-Cassegrain, 
fork mounted telescopes 8" to 11" in aperture. Provides 5 arcsec 
tracking accuracy and many other features for astrophotography. Upgrade 
performance of older model scopes with spur gear drives to Byers 
precision. Complete with tripod stand, $800.00. Call Alan at 487-9480 
(H) or 452-9100 (W). 

Eyepieces and accesories, 7mm erfle, 4mm Orthoscopic, $50 each. Lumicon 
Deep Sky filter, $100. Finderscope, 8x50mm with mounting brackets, $125. 
Meade stardiagonal, 1 1/4" with adaptor $50. Orthoscopic zoom eyepiece, 
8-21mm f.l. $30. Call Brent at 475-4461. 
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Calagary Centre's Camping star Parties 

Th e Cal agary Centre is hosting several camping star part i es t hi s 
summer in co-operation with the provincial parks. A block of sites will 
be reserved for the observing group. Because of limited availabil t iy, 
spots must be reserved early. The following star party dat es ar e 
tentative. 

Mt. Kidd RV Park campout ..................... July 4-6 

Bragg Creek campout .......................... July 11-13 

Mt. Kobau Star Party, B.C .......... . ......... July 31-Aug 4 

Calgary Centre BBQ ........................... Aug 9 

Others Detailed later 

For more information please call Simon or Carl at 255-7633. 

~EW STORE LQC~ 

s..u.EEL..x.ERS OF: 

AstroQraphs . Astro Books . Binoculars . Hlcros copes . Photo Che mistry, 

Posters. Slide Sets.Sottware . SpottlnQ Sco pes . Star Ha p s . Tel e.cope s , 

TripOds and Video Rentals 

QUASAR OPTICS 
(403) 255-7633 

·WESTERN CANADA'S LARGEST SCOPE DEALER· 

HOU~OL-6U~ lNESS ~ 

7220A Fairmount Dr S . E 
(Corner of Fairmount & Flint) 
CalQarv • Alberta T2H-OX7 

Monday - Fri day 09 : 0 0 - 18 . 00 
Sa turd ay s 10 : 00 - 17 : 00 
Su nday s & Ho li days Cl osed 
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DATE 
Sat. 3 

Sun. 4 

Mon. 5 
Wed. 7 
Thu. 8 
Sun. 11 
Fri. 16 
Fri. 23 

Sat. 24 

Sun. 25 

Fri. 30 
Sat. 31 

TIME 
1200 
2100 

1300 

0500 
0500 
1610 
0500 
1900 
1445 
2300 
0132 

2100 
1800 
2100 
0655 
0200 

Astronotes for May 

EVENT 
Jupiter 3 degrees north of Moon. 
Occultation of the asteroid Vesta by the Moon; 
at this time the ateroid is very faint. 
Eta Aquarid Meteor Shower- The debris shed by 
Comet Halley might be more, perhaps much more 
plentiful this year. Look in the Eastern sky 
between 3am and 4am for meteors originating 
from just above the horizon (see Peter Browns 
article in the March 1986 issue of Stardust). 
Venus 6 degrees north of Aldebaran. 
Mercury 2 degrees south of Moon. 
New Moon. 
Venus 3 degrees south of Moon. 
First Quarter Moon 
Full Moon. 
Saturn 5 degrees north of Moon. 
Occultation of the bright star Antares 
(mag 1.2) by the Moon. Reappearance 30 minutes 
later at 0202 MDT (on the dark limb). 
Uranus 4 degrees north of Moon. 
Neptune 6 degrees north of Moon. 
Mars 3 degrees north of Moon. 
Last Quarter Moon. 
Jupiter 2 degrees north of Moon. 

The Planets in Hay 

Mercury will not be visable this month, being in superior conjunction on 
the 23rd. 
Venus is an evening object, it is low in the west at sunset and sets 2 
hours later. 
Mars rises 5 hours before the Sun and is in the south at Sunrise. 
Jupiter moves higher in to the morning sky before sunrise. Look for it 
in Aquarius. 
Saturn creeps from Ophiuchus into Scorpius this month. On the 28th the 
ringed planet is at oppostion. 

Comet Halley 

May will be the last month for many of us to get a good look at 
Halley's Comet. At the beginning of the month it is still reasonably 
bright at magnitude 6.6 (Observers Handbook). But by the 30th it will be 
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almost 10th magnitude as it speed away from Earth. Look for the hairy 
star on the Crater-Hydra border. It passes just west of Upsilon Hydrae 
on the 4th. 

Astronotes for June 

DATE TIME EVENT 
Sat. 7 0800 New Moon. 
Mon. 9 0000 Mars 3 degrees south of Moon. 
Tue. 10 0800 Venus 5 degrees south of the star Pollux, in 

the constelation of Gemini. 
1000 Venus 3 degrees south of Moon. 

Sun. 15 0600 First Quarter Moon. 
Mon. 16 0107 Occultation of ZC star 1772 (magnitude 4.0) . 
Fri. 20 0700 Saturn 5 degrees north of Moon. 

1300 Antares 1.1 degrees south of Moon. 
1700 Mercury 6 degrees north of Pollux. 

Sat. 21 0600 Uranus 4 degrees north of Moon. 
1030 Summer solstice, summer begins. 
2142 Fu 11 Moon. 

Sun. 22 0400 Neptune 6 degrees north of Moon. 
Mon. 23 0700 Mars 0.5 degrees north of Moon. 
Fri. 27 1300 Jupiter 1.9 degrees north of Moon. 
Sat. 28 1853 Last Quarter Moon. 

The Planets in June 

Mercury will be visable later in the month'low in the west at sunset. 
Look for an interesting configuration on the 25th consisting of Mercury, 
Venus, and the Gemini stars Castor and Pollux. 
Venus is in the west at sunset and sets a couple of hours later. 
Mars is still in Sagittarius. The red planet rises 2 hours after sunset 
and is low in the south-west by sunrise. 
Jupiter rises at midnight and is in the south at sunrise. 
Saturn is near the fairly bright star Beta Scorpii. The ringed planet is 
visable all night. 

Goodbye Halley 

Our favorite comet is still in the Crater-Hydra area, it's apperent 
motion has slown down to a snail's pace. Halley is now a difficult trget 
at magnitude 11, so get out a decent telescope quick for the last 
glimpse of the comet (of course there is always 2061!). 

Mark Zalcik 
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New Moon 

The move into space was inevitable. The Earths resources were 
dwindling. Energy consumption was increasing at an alarming rate. The 
virtualy unlimited resources that once lay beyond mans reach, were now 
harnessed. The exploitation of the last frontier was well under way. 

It had been years since the last season of eclipses had conditions 
this ideal. The Moon was only a few days old and had already set. The 
weather was cooperating, it was a clear autumn night. He arrived at the 
observing site in the late evening, several hours before eclipse time. 
Timing and planing were critical to success. He had rehearsed the 
procedure for setting up his old telescope and collimating the optics 
several times. The components were carefully packed and organized to 
avoid the posibillity of loosing or misplacing parts. He took his time 
assembling the little used instrument, attention paid to the smallest 
detail. An error could cost several minutes of darkness. The eyepieces 
and charts had their place on a small table, neatly organized to avoid 
confusion in the unacustomed dark. He reviewed the objects that he 
planned to observe and their locations; The Andromeda Galaxy, The Double 
Cluster and a few of the brighter nebulae. He tried to keep the list 
down to an absolute minimum. In the end he never managed to work 
through the entire schedule anyway. In the grassy field he sat 
patiently, waiting for ingress. Dark sunglasses ensured his eyes would 
be dark adapted by eclipse time. . 

The first artificial satellites were inoffensive things. A nuiscense 
only to the lost art of Earth based deep sky astrophotography. They were 
actually a treat to those new to astronomy. The sight of a fast moving, 
sometimes blinking point of light would draw excited shouts from 
observers at the now rare gatherings once known as star parties. Those 
new to astronomy would watch in amazement as the satellite swung into 
the Earths shadow, growing fainter and finally disapearing from sight. 
In his youth the developement of the first generation Space Shuttles 
finally made the exploitation of space feasible. Technology for the 
construction of space platforms and stations was rapidly developed. 

The sky was darkening, the eclipse was entering the umbral stage. He 
pointed the telescope in the direction of the Andromeda Galaxy. Being 
out of practice it took some time to regain the feel of the telescope 
and to find the galaxy. The field of the low power wide angle eyepiece 
was still quite bright, obscuring all but the core of the galaxy. As 
the eclipse neared totality the Andromeda Galaxy shone in all it's 
glory. The sky darkened to a blackness that few people in his time ever 
see. His children will never know the sky as he had known it in his 
youth. A heritage lost. 

Every observer in the western hemisphere not under clouds shared the 
moments of darkness. Some banded together in groups to behold the sky as 
it once was; glittering with stars. He however prefered to be alone. For 
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him these brief moments of observing had become a solitary past time. 
He found it difficult to express in words, the feelings he experiences 
when observing a faint elusive object .to people who have no conception 
of what it is like to look through a telescope or at the stars. He 
stopped trying. In observing groups he found there were too many 
distractions, too many questions to answer, too much chatter. With never 
enough telescopes to go around serious observing was impossible. He lost 
his patience with the curiosity seekers. These minutes were far too 
precious to waste. 

There was of course, a great deal of opposition from the scientific 
community to the deployment of the satellite. But set agaist a world 
starved for energy they didn't stand a chance. Except for a few hours in 
the spring and fall, the large professional observatories-billions of 
dollars worth of equipment, were severely handicapted if not rendered 
useless by the light polluted sky. The telescopes themselves, once 
symbols of achievement, fell victim to the same technology that bore 
them. 

Never before had he observed the galaxy for so long. The delicate 
detail the telescope revealed held him mezmerized. He recalled a time, 
long ago, when he actually identified several globular clusters in the 
galaxy, traced the path of obscuring dust and even examined the hydrogen 
clouds in the spiral arms with the aid of filters designed to block 
light pollution ... Light pollution. The thought brought him out of his 
reverie. The field was brightening. He had spent the entire observing 
window on the one object. There was so much he wanted to see but so 
little time. In a matter of minutes the field was so bright that it 
blotted out all but the brightest portions of the galaxy. He looked up 
from the eyepiece and watched the New Moon move out of the Earths 
shadow. The great rectangle was an awe inspiring, and still after all 
these years, unnatural site. He could easily distinguish detail in the 
enormous solar power satellite, suspended in the sky by a geostationary 
orbit. Although smaller in apperent size than the Moon, it was brighter, 
so much brighter. Soon the Milky Way was lost and only the brightest 
stars could penetrate the glare. He turned from the intense light. The 
satellite turned night into day. 

The once active observer sat uncomfortably in his armchair. Although 
the sky was clear, both Moons were bright that night. The only way for 
him to observe the wonders of deep space would be to bring out the old, 
priceless books and magazines adorned with astrophotos. To this day it 
still amazes him that he took for granted these wonders and the ability 
to observe them. Very carefully he leafed through precious pages. With a 
great deal of nostalgia he reread the deep sky observing articles and 
reports of the amateur conventions. That was another world. 

Peter Ceravolo 



STRRDUST 
EDmonTon CEnTRE 
ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY 

of CANADA 

GENERAL MEETING 
Location: Edmonton Space Sciences Centre classroom. 

Date: Monday, May 12th at 8 pm. 
Topic: Halley Night: The latest photographs and observations 

of the Comet, including the space craft encounters. 
Speaker: Various Centre members including Alan Dyer of the Space 

Sciences Centre and Dave Beal. 
Observing night: Friday May 9, Saturday backup. Hayburger parking 

lot, 5 miles up the road in Elk Island Park. 

Location: Edmonton Space Sciences Centre classroom. 
Date: Monday, June 9th at 8 pm. 

Topic: To be anounced. 
Speaker: Calgary exchange speaker . 

Observing night: Friday June 6, Saturday backup, at Hayburger. 

TO: 
Howard Gibbons 
# 1606 - 9915 - 113 St. 
Edmon t o n . Al t a. 
T5K 2 N3 

Return Address: Craig Makarowski 
10174 89 St. 
Edmonton, Alberta Canada 
T5H 1P9 


